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Is it possible to find cheap hot tubs? You bet â€“ if you know what to look for and where to look. As with
any major purchase, smart hot tub buyers do their research first. Armed with consumer information,
you'll be able to find reliable hot tubs in your budget.

Cheap hot tubs don't necessarily need to be "cheap" in terms of quality. The goal is to find a solid
hot tub from a reputable manufacturer at a reduced price. Where are these high quality cheap hot
tubs?

Like many industries, the hot tub industry continuously introduces new models. In order to make
space for the new models equipped with the latest innovations, dealers must clear their inventories,
and one of the fastest ways to move a product is to reduce its price. Buying last year's model could
be the perfect solution that respects your budget and your need for quality.

In addition to reducing the price of older models, many hot tub dealers advertise cheap hot tubs in
order to get interested buyers into the showroom. This strategy typically involves designating a
particular hot tub as the "loss leader." While the dealer may lose money on that specific hot tub, the
dealer is hoping to sell other models at their full retail price to the buyers not interested in the loss
leader.

The "daily deals" craze has spread into the hot tub industry as well. For example,
JacuzziOntario.com dramatically reduces the price of one hot tub each day for 24 hours. The price
reduction is significant â€“ sometimes over $4000 off. With daily deals like this, you must act quickly
because these cheap hot tubs often sell within hours.

Another option for buying cheap hot tubs is to buy a used hot tub. This doesn't mean searching the
classifieds and buying a rundown hot tub from a private party and then trying to rejuvenate it with
new hot tub parts. Instead, look for a hot tub dealer that offers certified used hot tubs. Certified hot
tubs are inspected and tested by trained technicians. Damaged or worn hot tub parts are replaced.
Comprehensive hot tub service and testing ensure that certified used hot tubs are in good condition.
Not only are these cheap hot tubs due to the fact that they are used, most certified used hot tubs
come with a 90-day warranty on parts and labour.
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Once you've done your homework, it's time to start shopping for a hot tubs! Ontario a hot tub
service will appreciate your efforts and will be better able to match you with the perfect hot tub.
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